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protective clothing, uniforms, and membranes designed for use with harmful gases and toxic chemicals. Pharmaceuticals will be revolutionized by appropriately combining drugs with "designer" polymers for controlled release and specifically targeted use. The aging and failure of composites (both accidentally and more importantly in a controlled manner) will become a precise application. For the past few years, national and international chemical, chemical engineering, and materials sciences societies have devoted many sessions to a truly dazzling array of common and exotic uses and problems [l-61. It is important to have valid (hopefully easily applicable) theories for the behavior of these materials and accurate control of their properties. Central problems emerging in these new technologies are types of diffusive motion quite unlike anything predicted by classical diffusion theory.
It is important to realize that for most of the new problems utilizing glassy polymers, although the problems are often described as diffusive, classical diffusion theory and its mathematical description cannot possibly describe the observations even when the diffusivity is a nonlinear function of the concentration. This is, of course, not surprising when one realizes that in addition to molecular diffusion, time-dependent diffusion processes in nonequilibrium glassy polymers involve many different fundamental phenomena at various levels, often including a phase transition from the glassy state to a rubbery state.
We are identifying the dominant physical mechanisms and the pertinent dimensionless parameters, producing viable theoretical models, and devising asymptotic and numerical methods for use in specific problems. The chief difficulty in deriving equations of motion is that the exact physical processes underlying the behavior of these materials are not well understood. Thus, any attempts to derive equations from first principles of physics (mechanics, thermodynamics, etc.) require postulates or assumptions at some level. However, the most important and most commonly mentioned properties of glassy polymers all stem from finite mechanical relaxation times resulting from slow response to changing conditions. These observations suggest that, although the interaction among the fundamental processes is not yet known, a global relaxation type phenomenon must be utilized in any physical basis for a model [7-16]. We have incorporated such mechanisms into our preliminary models, which essentially utilize physically reasonable partitions of the penetrant flux. The type of model is very satisfying in that it admits physically intuitive reasoning, it is easily applicable, and it is general enough to unify many diverse and complicated behavior patterns of the diffusing penetrant. The attempt is, then, partly physically sound and partly physically plausible, the plausibility being based on phenomenology and experimentally determinable parameters.
Confidence is high because the models work in all cases so far [5,6,17-221 and the mathematical structure used is strongly indicated by experiments and observations. We feel that if a true derivation from first principles (without assumptions) is ever possible, application to our problems will yield equations of the same form as we are using, and in fact, the few specific elementary applications that have been studied via fundamental principles are special cases of our theory. Our goal is the accurate description of penetrant concentration (for either sorption or desorption) and the basic physics involves serious consideration of the internal free energy and chemical potential and their dependence upon pertinent physical mechanisms.
The resulting equations, subject to various appropriate initial and boundary conditions at fixed and moving boundaries, constitute the mathematical basis for our problems involving diffusive transport in glassy polymers. These are highly nonlinear partial differential-integral equations and will require either nontrivial extension of existent numerical and asymptotic methods or the development of new ones.
. Importance to LANL's Science and Technology Base and National R&D Needs
This project supports a Los Alamos core competency in theory, modeling, and highperformance computing. The project enhances the Laboratory's visibility in modeling diffusive transport phenomena and enhances our ability to respond to initiatives requiring that competency.
Scientific Approach and Results to Date
Our approaches were initially developed in an attempt to account for so-called case 11 diffusion [ll-151 in which sharp (shock-like) diffusive fronts form and propagate with constant speed, often yielding a steady-state concentration field with a jump discontinuity. The one-dimensional case (i.e., planar fronts) was studied in a series of papers [6-91 in which interesting asymptotic and numerical methods were developed and used successfully to account for the observations. An interesting development occurred in the doctoral research of C. K. Hayes. In order to carry out a detailed perturbation analysis, certain difficulties continually arose which forced us to re-examine the derivation of traveling waves for the Fisher (or KPP) equation. In so doing, Hayes discovered a new class of traveling waves for that equation [23] ; thus, enabling us to find similar waves for our initial model [lq. Some preliminary studies were also carried out for situations in which, in addition to the basic polymer-penetrant system, convection and chemistry at the penetration front takes place [17,20]. The chemical reaction mechanism accounts for the chemistry and partial interstitial immobilization of the penetrant molecules.
The first two-dimensional problem was completed recently. D. S. Cohen, A. B. White, and T. P. Witelski [24] have developed a method for tracking the motion of the penetrant front. H. Amman of the University of Zurich became quite interested in our model and proved [24, 25] the important result that shocks (discontinuities) occur only in the limit as time goes to infinity. Thus, extremely sharp gradients (but not discontinuities) form and propagate very early in time with the steady-state limit supporting a jump discontinuity. This very accurately reflects the physical reality in which the glass-rubber interface is not a strict thermodynamic phase change but instead occurs over some very small pertinent physical scale. One of the most intriguing, dramatic, and difficult to explain anomalous phenomena is the appearance and propagation of multiple sharp (shock-like) diffusive fronts. These are of paramount importance in several applications where the entire device relies on the precise time history of the glass-rubber interface. Depending upon the polymer and penetrant, sometimes two or three sharp boundaries propagate with decreasing, constant or even increasing speed under various conditions. Detailed experimental observations have been made using optical methods in which one measures birefringence resulting from, for example, the swelling of cellulose acetate confined between parallel plates [l]. The penetrant is either water or chloroform in the liquid or vapor state. Two sharp fronts (for vapor penetrant) and three sharp fronts (for liquid penetrant) are observed. Sometimes the polymer is initially dry and sometimes the polymer initially contains a small amount of the penetrant uniformly distributed.
Since the experiments have not been done with any specific new model in mind, data are not available to find many of the properties of the functions and physical parameters in the equations or to verify conditions at moving boundaries. Furthermore, techniques do not even exist to measure some aspects of the phenomena directly, particularly at glass-rubber transitions.
Initially, we looked at planar fronts (using a model in one-space dimension with concentrations specified at an exposed face). Preliminary analysis indicates that, multiple fronts can propagate. That is, the phenomenon is contained in our equations with physically reasonable parameters. Understanding and modeling the physics at moving and free boundaries is still to be done. However, central problems emerging from this work are extremely difficult moving boundary problems. alone or in combination with mechanical relaxation and/or reaction. The unusual nature of these new problems comes from the form of the conditions at fixed and moving boundaries.
Preliminary results obtained by T. P. Witelski in his thesis research for D. S. Cohen indicated that evolution equations with interesting time-dependent forcing account for the propagation of sharp interfaces and the formation of shocks. This time dependence is introduced from the Certain polymer-penetrant problems give rise to unusual nonlinear, non-Fickian diffusion original boundary conditions even when there is no time-dependent forcing in the original equations. We have pursued this and studied the process by which the time dependence causes subtle changes in the shock formation process, including the creation of "forbidden regions" where shocks are expected from the more usual studies of reaction-diffusion equations subject to standard mathematical boundary conditions, but where they can not form in the present problems. This will have serious implications with regard to the fabrication and design of many polymeric materials.
At a fundamental level, gel systems are a unique vehicle for the study of nonlinear diffusion and phase transition dynamics. At the practical level, swelling in filled elastomers and smart and super-absorbing gels are the basis for many new emerging technologies utilizing chemical memories, chemical mechanical transducers, and novel separation schemes. D.S. Cohen and S. Xiong have formulated models for nonlinear diffusion in polymers under various combinations of twisting, compression, and stretching and are developing qualitative, quantitative, and numerical procedures for extracting theoretical and practical information from the models.
Active transport in diffusion-dominated systems also was the focus of research in this project. In subcellular biology, transport of motor molecules along polymeric pathways has recently come under experimental and theoretical scrutiny. Simultaneously, new technologies for transport in mesoscopic systems have been proposed, possibly as the basis of separation methods complementary to electrophoresis. What these topics share in common is the interplay among anisotropy, nonequilibrium forces, and strong thermal fluctuations to produce systematic motion. Our studies of mathematical and numerical methods for models of these phenomena have resulted in new insights to the application of these ideas to DNA motors and possibly to the bacteria flagella motor (both rotary in nature). A central activity associated with this project was the organization of a workshop entitled "Fluctuation Dominated Transport Processes" with the aim of bringing together the bioscientists and the condensed-matter and mathematical scientists who have been approaching these common ideas from the viewpoints of different applications.
